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We describe our interactive ranking prototype (Sec. 1), present additional experimental results
(Sec. 2) and discussion (Sec. 3), and provide both an introductory explanation to the graph
Laplacian as a regularizer and more details of our active label suggestion algorithm (Sec. 4).
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Interactive Prototype

Our prototype interactive interface allows users to describe criteria by ranking examples, receiving active label suggestions, and viewing and manipulating the recovered sliders (Fig. 1).
The database is shown to the south, while the user rank is shown to the north. Initially, the
database is shown in a random order. The user can drag suggested items to the rank, or drag
any database item from the south up to the rank. The items are not ‘removed’ from the database
on dragging; merely, this is the interaction metaphor for labeling an example. Every time an
item is inserted into the rank or whenever the rank is reordered, we update the criteria and order
all items in the database display to the south. Efficient learning is key to this interactivity.
Criteria may be defined by ranking in 1D. These can be displayed as a linear rank, or in
western page order similar to a Web image search. As our underlying representation is continuous, the criteria can also be displayed as a continuous scale where items are separated by their
estimated distances along the scale. For databases which use underlying generative models
as their high-dimensional representation, this allows new examples to be generated at specific
points along the scale, e.g., at a specific point between two desirable examples (Fig. 2).
Criteria may also be defined in pseudo-2D by ranking with two independent 1D rankings
(Fig. 3). The criteria output is then viewed as a 2D scatter plot, either as a matrix-style rank
ordering or as a continuous 2D space from the underlying continuous representation. For
experts, we can relax the rank interaction convenience and allow criteria to be defined directly
by placing examples on the continuous scale, e.g., Figure 3 in the main paper.
Our databases can be large with many thousands of items, and so we allow the user to reduce
the number of presented items to show the broader trend. When viewing the database organized
by rank, we allow the user to control a subsampling of the database items. When viewing the
database organized along continuous scales, we allow the user to zoom out. Users can also jump
quickly to a relevant point in the output criteria by right-clicking on the rank, and vice versa.
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